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NV-CURE (Citizens United for the Rehabilitation of Errants) 540 E. St. Louis Avenue Las Vegas, NV 89104



702.347.1731(PRE-PAID) website: nevadacure.org email: [email protected]



“STRUGGLE IN SOLIDARITY” “The cruelest tyranny is practiced behind the shield of law and order”



INFORMATIONAL BULLETIN NEWSLETTER January 2017



No.21 In our opinion, NV-CURE is making the donation to the NDOC, not John Witherow personally, and the donations by NV-CURE (remember, according to the U.S. Supreme Court, corporations are individuals) are not prohibited by the regulation from making donations. The fact that NV-CURE President Witherow is a former Nevada prisoner is simply not relevant. The donation is being made by NV-CURE, a non-profit, IRS recognized tax exempt organization (or individual), not previously incarcerated for any reason. No doubt there are persons with authority within the NDOC and Attorney General’s Office that continue to harbor animosity towards John Witherow for his litigation and other activities on behalf of prisoners that would like to curtail his activities. It appears those persons have temporarily blocked donations by NV-CURE to the NDOC by their interpretation of the relevant regulation. This is nothing new to NV-CURE President Witherow. It is the same type of game played by NDOC and Attorney General’s employees during Witherow’s incarceration and the same flawed retaliatory thinking that has cost the tax-payers of the State of Nevada hundreds of thousands of dollars and funded Witherow’s reintegration into the community. Witherow certainly has not been hurt by their activities. It is only prisoners (and tax-payers) these NDOC and Attorney General’s employees are hurting. NV-CURE several months ago resubmitted their Book Donation Request Forms, signed by the NV-CURE Secretary rather than the NV-CURE President, to the Wardens of FMWCC and HDSP for approval by the Wardens and Deputy Director Tristan. To date, to the best of our knowledge, there has been



NV-CURE Apologies For Delay NV-CURE apologizes to all our reader for the delay in completion of this Newsletter. No excuse – just busy. Enjoy.



NV-CURE Meeting With Director Cancelled The November 29, 2016, NV-CURE meeting with NDOC Director Dzurenda and Deputy Director Dave Tristan was cancelled approximately one week before the meeting was to take place. Director Dzurenda and Deputy Director Tristan were summoned by Governor Sandoval to appear for a meeting with him in Carson City, according to Deputy Director Tristan’s Executive Assistant. NV-CURE is in the process of scheduling another meeting with the Director and/or Deputy Director later this month, hopefully. We will keep you advised.



NV-CURE Book Donations to FMWCC and HDSP NV-CURE is in the process of attempting to donate boxes of paperback books to FMWCC and HDSP. We have been in the process of collecting these books for donation for a substantial period of time and we currently have 20 boxes of paperback books for both of those institutions. We are holding these books pending approval of NV-CURE’s book donation request approval. It appears the delay in approval of these book donations is the result of a provision in the governing regulation prohibiting a former prisoner from donating items to the NDOC and, since NV-CURE President John Witherow is a former prisoner and he signed the Book Donation Request Form on behalf of NV-CURE, there is a question within the NDOC as to whether or not the donations are prohibited by the regulation.
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no decision made upon those requests. Upon approval, NVCURE will donate the referenced books to NDOC facilities. Ask yourself this: “Why, after four (4) years of NVCURE making ongoing book donations to NDOC facilities, with President Witherow signing the book donation request forms, has Witherow’s status as a former NV prisoner become an issue?” Could it be that “someone” is trying to manipulate the “new” NDOC Director into “curtailing” Witherow’s activities on behalf of NV-CURE for prisoners? Think about it. Perhaps Director Dzurenda will pursue and determine the answer to these questions.



they do, and who would they hang out with? I started documenting women leaving FMWCC more than 3 years ago. I called the project After Orange. I have witnessed a variety of behaviors from the women I’ve interviewed and followed. From reconnecting with friends and family, going to Hope For Prisoners, turning to prostitution, and dipping back into old behaviors. We have learned of the many problems and issues in and around the NDOC. One of these issues is the unanswered demand for housing when women are released. On November 1st, 2016, I opened “After Orange: Halfway Home”, a nonprofit transitional home for women being released from prison. We also documented a series about the women’s journey through and after their incarceration. We had a desire to help women who are ready to change their lives, partnering with community organizations like Hope For Prisoners, LV Urban League, FIT, Larson’s Training Center, NV CURE, God Behind Bars, LV Public Defenders, The Metropolitan Police Department, Private Practicing Lawyers, Department of Parole and Probation, and The District Attorney’s office. We bring trauma healing experts into our home and we’ve cultivated a healthy daily program with a set curfew, daily house meetings, house maintenance, substance abuse meetings, spiritual avenues, and structured life mapping to help women live their absolute best lives while giving back to their community. There is accountability in our home, primarily driven by our residents keeping each other in check. After Orange: Halfway Home is only for women who want to live their absolute best lives. Our vision of helping female ex-offenders is taking shape. My sister and I are committed to bringing positive change to the prison culture in our country. Jamie goes to the parole board this March 2017, and upon release, she will be assisting to move this project forward from the outside.



Attorney Client Telephone Call Monitoring th



The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9 Circuit again heard oral arguments by Attorney Travis Barrick in the case of John Witherow for the interception and monitoring of his telecommunications with his attorneys in 2007 at NSP.



th



Attorney Travis Barrick Outside 9 Circuit Court of Appeals



Although a decision has not yet been issued by the Court, it is anticipated that the case will again be remanded to the U.S. th District Court for a full and fair hearing on Witherow’s 4 Amendment claim. We anticipate that this will be the second time the “allegedly” most reversed U.S. District Judge in the USA, Robert Clive Jones, will be reversed in this case. We will hope Judge Jones is removed from the case and report the results in a future edition. Meanwhile, please remember when communicating with your attorneys while confined in the Nevada prison system that “silence is golden”.



After Orange Halfway Home By Cassandra Marie



Cassandra and Jamie, sisters, come from loving parents and a loving home. Jamie was convicted of second degree murder and sentenced to 10-25 years in prison. That was the beginning of our experience with the prison system. We obtained approval to visit and discussed the things we could do to make a difference. Jamie has been incarcerated for nearly 10 years now. With 2.3 million people incarcerated in our country and a 68% recidivism rate, we came up with a concept to follow people as they left prison. Where would they go, what would



Alicia Chrisman and Reyna Perez (residents) with NV-CURE Secretary William O’Connell



The women from After Orange Halfway Home have been volunteering for NV CURE, helping with office duties and are very happy to give back to their community. If you are a woman inmate interested in living at our home, please write a 250 word statement about your story and why you’re ready to live your absolute best life and send it to NV CURE, Attn: After
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Orange Halfway House, 540 E. St. Louis Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89104. We will send you an application and look forward to hearing from you. Please spread the word.



American’s With Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. 12131 et seq., and the Rehabilitation Act Section 504, 29 U.S.C. 791 et seq. Protct your claim and do not allow the 2 year statute of limitations to expire while you wait for representation. We will help as best we can as lay-people interested in eradication of the hep c virus throughout the world. Join us in the struggle.



Update on Hep C Class Action Litigation There was a meeting today (1-13-17) with NV-CURE and the attorneys that had expressed interest in handling the Hep C Class Action Litigation. Unfortunately, the attorneys cannot commit immediately to pursuing a hep c class action. Fortunately, these attorneys do see the problem, are interested in the health and wellbeing of prisoners, and will be initiating an independent investigation to determine what they believe is the best course. At some point in the next few months, these attorneys may be in touch with you to meet you and potentially represent you as clients in litigation. The foregoing procedure is not exactly what we wanted, however, it is a start in accomplishing our goal, i.e., the hep c cure for all Nevada prisoners infected with the hep c virus. Even if they pursue individual cases rather than a class action, if the attorneys are able to secure a preliminary injunction requiring the NDOC to provide the hep c cure to the infected prisoners in their cases, the door could be opened for all other infected prisoners to secure the same or similar relief. This is similar to the case of Gilbert v. Gedney, USDC (Reno), Case No. 3:15-cv-00393-MMD-WGC, Settlement Agreement for Harvoni cure and $1,000.00, dated 5/16/16 (He received Harvoni treatment and was CURED of the disease), and AbuJamal v. Wetel, USDC (MD PA), Case No. 3:16-cv-2000, Decision and Order filed 1/3/17 (State argued reconsideration based on language of Decision that would mandate State provide hep c cure to all 9,000 infected prisoners at a cost of 600 million dollars). These cases, plus any litigation pursued by the above referenced attorneys (and any new cases that may come along), should mandate the cure for hep c being provided to all hep c infected prisoners. We sincerely hope so – and will hang our hat on that. Remember, NV-CURE, and its volunteers, are NOT ATTORNEYS and DO NOT PROVIDE LEGAL ADVICE. We shall provide our recommendations and opinions to all prisoners regarding this matter and HOPE that all prisoners (jailhouse lawyers) with knowledge and experience in the litigation process will provide legal assistance to all prisoners infected with the hep c virus with assistance in the litigation process without compensation. Stopping the spread of the hep c virus within the prison system (and in the community) should be the primary concern of all of us. We shall provide further information on this subject in a Special Edition of a NV-CURE Newsletter in the not too distant future. There is no guarantee as to whether the attorneys will take your case. If you have a potential statute of limitations issue, NV-CURE recommends that any and all Nevada prisoners infected with the hep c virus and not currently represented by counsel, file a pro se Civil Complaint alleging a civil rights th violation of the 8 Amendment of the Constitution, the



Hep C Class Action Funding Following is an E-Mail Sent y NV-CURE to Numerous Places NV-CURE, a non-profit prisoner advocacy organization, is requesting financial assistance to prosecute a class action civil rights/ADA lawsuit to require Nevada prison officials to provide all prisoners infected with the Hepatitis C Virus with the cure for the disease. Unfortunately, we are without the financial resources to pursue the case. We have several small legal firm attorneys willing to pursue the case, however, these firms are also without the financial resources to pursue the case through the class certification and preliminary injunction stage of the case. We need help. Similar class action cases are being pursued in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Delaware, Minnesota, and Tennessee and should be pursued in every other state. Prisons are a breeding ground for this virus. It is estimated that less than 1% of the general population in the USA is infected with this virus and 17% of the prison population in the USA is infected with this virus. The eradication of this virus in the prison population would reduce the rate of infection in the community, as at least 95% of prisoners are returned to our communities. NV-CURE is seeking $150,000.00 to finance this litigation through the class certification and preliminary injunction stage of the proceedings. Will you help finance this litigation? If you are able to help, know of a person or organization that may be willing to help, or know of a source of funding for this project, please communicate with me regarding the matter. As recently recognized in an opinion and order granting a preliminary injunction to Mumia Abu-Jamal in his Hepatitis C case: "Here, the only conceivable injury Defendants will suffer is monetary. As a result of the grant of this injunction, Defendants will be required to treat Plaintiff with expensive medication. While the Court is sensitive to the realities of budgetary constraints and the difficult decisions prison officials must make, the economics of providing this medication cannot outweigh the Eighth Amendment's constitutional guarantee of adequate medical care. See Monmouth City Corr. Inst. Inmates, 834 F.2d 326, rd 336-37 (3 Cir. 1987)" All prisoners infected with the hepatitis c virus must be provided with the cure for this disease. Please help in this movement to eradicate this disease from the prison system. Your assistance would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
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forgery and possession of a controlled substance. She was sent to Nevada because she had been sexually assaulted by a California prison employee when serving a prior sentence. The assault is the suspected source of her disease. “What they’re doing is so wrong,” she said of corrections officials. “I should not have to compromise on my medical condition.” Hudnall and other inmates with hepatitis C are afraid they’ll end up dying, even though it could be avoided. “I’ve watched a couple pass away from this disease,” she said. “All of us are in fear of getting to that point, and it’s unnecessary. They could do better testing.” Hudnall and her attorney Scott Olifant are working on a solution and haven’t ruled out filing a lawsuit to get treated. “I’m trying to get something done,” she said. “I think 20 years with this disease is a reasonable amount of time.” A spokeswoman for the NDOC was unable to comment on the specifics of Hudnall’s case due to privacy regulations. Spokeswoman Brooke Keast said Nevada state law requires testing for HIV/AIDS but not hepatitis C. National estimates put the percentage of the prison population with the disease at between 15 percent and 40 percent, though Keast added that “no one knows exactly because the overwhelming majority of prison systems do not test routinely for hepatitis C. The disease spreads through sexual contact and intravenous drug use, and rates of hepatitis C infection in the corrections system are higher than outside prison walls. Keast said treatment with new antiviral medication costs between $36,000 and $60,000 an inmate. In March 2016, nine inmates were being treated for hepatitis C. Keast said corrections doctors don’t directly order hepatitis C treatment and send patients to a committee for consideration of treatment and evaluation. In certain cases, hepatitis C may resolve itself or not be discovered because patients don’t show symptoms, she said. In a 2015 national study that surveyed state corrections agencies, Nevada reported 593 inmates with hepatitis C, including two of them, or 0.34 percent, on treatment. That study, which collected surveys from 41 state corrections systems, found that on average, only 0.89 percent of 106,266 inmates nationwide were getting treated in January 2015. Nevada’s rate of treatment falls in line with other states, said Gregg Gonsalves, the senior author of the study and an assistant professor of epidemiology at the Yale School of Public Health. Yale and the Association of State Correctional Administrators worked together on the study. “It’s right in the middle of the states that we surveyed,” Gonsalves said of Nevada’s rate. “The bottom line is that not many prisoners with hepatitis C in Nevada are getting treatment.” New drugs are a “godsend” for public health, he said, adding that “the big problem is these are really, really expensive drugs.” With testing, he said, prompt treatment can cure an infection and stop it from spreading to other inmates through means such as illicit drug use. There are savings in treating inmates early, but sometimes the savings benefit state budgets at large and not the corrections agencies, said Rich Feffer, correctional health



Judge Orders Hep C Treatment for Abu-Jamal A federal judge on January 3, 2017 ruled that Mumia Abu-Jamal should be provided new medications by the state to treat his hepatitis C infection. U.S. District Judge Robert D. Mariani ordered that Abu-Jamal, who is serving life in prison for the 1981 killing of Philadelphia Police Officer Daniel Faulkner, must be seen by a doctor within 14 days to determine if there is a medical reason he should not get the expensive drugs. If AbuJamal is medically cleared, the state must provide him with recently developed direct-acting antiviral medication, also known as DDA.



Susan McNaughton, a Department of Corrections spokeswoman, said, "We are reviewing the decision and cannot comment further at this time." She did not elaborate. The State is concerned that the language used in the decision will require the cure be provided to another 9,000 prisoners infected with HCV at a cost of approximately 600 million dollars. Information indicates the Judge is not going to modify the language of his decision.



Lack of Treatment For HCV for Infected Prisoners LV Review Journal 1/8/17 Article by Ben Botkin Johanna Hudnall is fighting to get treated for a disease she’s had for two decades. The 51-year-old female inmate in Nevada’s FMWCC says she isn’t getting the treatment she needs to battle hepatitis C, a disease that can be fatal if left untreated. Hudnall is frustrated because in recent years drugs have emerged that have a high rate of successfully curing people of hepatitis C, which can lead to liver failure. So far, she’s been unable to access that care as a Nevada inmate. “It’s kind of scary to see and feel and watch my body change because of something they won’t help me with,” she said. “I’m frustrated with it.” Her situation reflects what advocates and academics say is a widespread pattern throughout the U.S. of inmates facing challenges in getting treated for hepatitis C with effective but expensive drugs. Nevada’s prisons, like many others in the U.S., don’t automatically test all new inmates entering the system for the disease, though they do test for HIV. In Hudnall’s case, she was diagnosed before arriving in the Nevada system. Hudnall was sent to the NDOC after her conviction in California in 2003 on seven counts of residential burglary,
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programs manager for the Hepatitis Education Project, a national education and advocacy organization based in Seattle. For example, if an inmate gets treated in the system, then he or she potentially can avoid much more costly treatments like a liver transplant years later. Overall, he said, the “public health community looks at addressing hepatitis C in corrections systems as a public health opportunity.” But, he added, “the problem is that correctional institutions are just that. They’re not hospitals. They’re institutions of crime and punishment.”



separately a grievance (and a lawsuit) demanding the cure for hep c virus. Provide NV-CURE with a copy of the completed grievance and any incorporated documents. Working together we can make constructive changes to the medical care provided to prisoners.



Open Letter to Director Dzurenda Regarding Prison Conditions By Anonymous NDOC Prisoner



The following is an Open Letter to Director Dzurenda regarding prison conditions from a Nevada prisoner wishing to remain anonymous. NV-CURE rarely publishes an anonymous letter from anyone. However, in this case, the person is not attempting to protect his identity from NDOC or government officials. He simply does not want the notoriety among other prisoners that may result from publication of his name. The NDOC administration knows his identity. The letter expresses the growing animosity of prisoners, the lack of opportunities available to prisoners and the definite need for change. “I watched the interview on Jon Ralston, read articles in the Review Journal. I, like many others, had hoped that you would bring positive change to NDOC. Well, we got change, but none of it has been positive, at least not at High Desert State Prison. I guess you changed your positions. You’re not answerable to me. I know that. I’m just a nobody inmate, but I’m going to ask questions anyway. What are you doing? Who are you helping? Why in the world would you let the worst warden in the whole system take over as warden at HDSP - instead of putting AWO Stroud in that position? And why would you allow said worst warden to do what he has done – illegally I might add? This prison has never been a good place to be, but in the past twenty years I have never seen the level of fear, tension, frustration, and animosity that I see now. It stands to reason that if you condone and approve of Warden Williams’ changes, then ultimately you are equally, if not more so, responsible. Right? I mean, if my cellie kept a knife in his pillow and it was found I would be charged too, whether I knew about it or not. Let’s discuss some of Williams’ innovative new policies: 21 hours per day locked down; four hours of rec yard per week. And when we do have tier time, 56 people have one hour to compete with each other for phones, showers, and microwave. On Thanksgiving, about 10 people out of 40 were able to call home. This is not conducive to a healthy state of mind. There is no open or available room in school, no open employment positions, and no programs. We are stuck in a level system we cannot even progress through. I had a job. I lost it when I was moved, meaning, I did nothing wrong to lose my job. I need just a couple of credits to get my diploma, but there is no space in school. The only programs I can take are correspondence, which cost money I don’t have, and the Parole Board refuses to acknowledge. I haven’t had a write-up in two years. So how does it make sense that I should be slammed for 21 hours a day with nothing positive to do?



Inmates: Hepatitis C Epidemic In Nevada Prisons CNN Report, November 23, 2016



CNN is reporting multiple Nevada prison inmates are speaking up about a Hepatitis C epidemic inside corrections walls. Johanna Hudnall is one of those inmates lobbying the Nevada Department of Corrections to diagnose and treat the disease. According to court documents and her lawyers, Hudnall contracted the disease after being sexually assaulted by a prison guard. She is currently serving time at the Florence McClure Women’s Detention Center in North Las Vegas. She claims Hep C-positive inmates cut, cook and prepare food that the entire prison eats, including prison guards and staff. Hep C destroys the liver. Nevada Department of Corrections says it does not test for Hep C because the law doesn’t require it, and doesn’t know how many inmates have it. A local nonprofit called “NV CURE” is looking to change that and add legislation that requires Nevada prisons to test for HCV like HIV.



Racial Bias in Hep C Treatment NV-CURE has received a complaint from an NDOC prisoner raising an issue related to racial bias in the hep c evaluation process. The prisoner states he has a serious HCV infection that is causing damages to his liver functions. He is black and his numbers indicate he should be immediately treated for the disease, but he is being denied treatment, while white prisoners with a less serious hep c infection are being provided with treatment. He has filed a grievance regarding this matter. Anyone with information regarding this matter is requested to provide NV-CURE with any and all information relevant to this claim. Be sure to include all details, including, but not limited to, dates, names of all parties involved, numbers or positions of each party involved, institutions, and any and all details supporting a racial or retaliatory motive of the parties denying treatment. This is an extremely important matter and all details should be reported to the NDOC administration and the U.S. Department of Justice. You may also file a grievance regarding this matter, as the person being denied treatment for racial or retaliatory purpose may be the person that causes you to become infected with the hep c virus. Stand up. Make your voice heard. Join us in the struggle to insure adequate medical care is provided to all prisoners regardless of their race or ethnicity. Demand justice and fairness for all. To the person claiming racial discrimination, file a grievance and a lawsuit regarding the matter and pursue
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Warden Williams is taking a “not good” situation and making it dangerous. Everyone, from the prisoners, to the C/Os, to the brass, sees it. Either you don’t want to see it, or you want it to blow up. We all know what Wiliams wants. If you want to see positive change, make positive change. Frankly, I don’t know why I’m wasting my time, paper, envelope, and stamp.”



The District Court determined Ramirez’s habeas petition was procedurally barred because it was filed 29 years after his conviction and he did not demonstrate good cause and prejudice sufficient to excuse his untimely filing. Ramirez challenged his parole violation – and not his original conviction – for due process violations, including the retroactive application of NRS 213.1243 to him and because no financial hardship hearing was conducted before his parole was revoked based on his failure to pay $250.00. The Court determined that a challenge to a parole revocation may be raised in a habeas petition under NRS 34.360, is not subject to the procedural bar identified in NRS 34.726 or latches under NRS 34.800, and requires that parole revocation decisions must comport with due process requirements and be based on facts. The case was remanded for consideration on the merits of the claims raised in the Ramirez petition.



Vegas Prosecutors Seek Help in Identifying Convictions Won With Faulty Drug Tests LV Review Journal



The Clark County District Attorney's Office in Nevada established a conviction review unit in October. In what appears to be one of its first efforts, the unit has been seeking information about problematic convictions resulting from one of the office's routine practices: accepting guilty pleas in drug cases that rely largely on the results of field tests done by police that can be unreliable. Daniel Silverstein, head of the newly formed unit, in November asked a statewide organization of defense lawyers for any information they had on cases that might have involved inaccurate field tests, and thus resulted in potentially wrongful convictions. Police place suspicious material into a pouch of chemicals that are supposed to change color to indicate the possible presence of illegal drugs. The $2 tests are used by police departments nationwide, and over nearly 30 years in Clark County they have helped produce tens of thousands of drug convictions for the possession or sale of cocaine, methamphetamine and marijuana. In the vast majority of those cases, the field test results are never confirmed in a formal crime lab. Earlier this fall, ProPublica reported that the District Attorney's office had long known that the tests were prone to error, and that the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department's crime lab had produced a study in 2014 detailing the vulnerabilities of the tests. The District Attorney's office nonetheless continued to gain convictions in cases involving field tests, and collaborating with the Las Vegas police crime lab, even expanded their use to obtain convictions in cases of suspected heroin. The crime lab's study was not shared with the judges who approve plea deals. In October, the District Attorney's office declined to answer questions about its practices involving field tests, and officials would not be interviewed regarding the recent actions taken by the conviction review unit. Silverstein, the conviction review director, responded by email: "At this time, I have no comment on this issue."



Failure to Respond to Grievance The failure to respond to a grievance within the time period allotted by AR 740 (45 days) means that there is No Available Remedy to you and you may either proceed to the next level or you have completed the grievance process. See, Mitchell v. Lopez, 2011 U.S. Dist. Nev. Lexis 16524, 3:08-cv0382-ECR-RAM, dated 1/19/2011. Every NV prisoner should have a copy of A.R. 740 governing the grievance procedures in the prisoner system and be familiar with the procedures. If you do not have a copy, have your family or friends go to the NDOC website, administrative regulations print out a copy and send it to you or obtain from Law Library. You MUST exhaust the grievance process BEFORE you can go to court. Read the regulation and research relevant law.



Parole Revocation Decision Reversed On December 28, 2016, the Nevada Court of Appeals in Ramirez v. State, Appeal No. 70170, reversed the decision of the Board of Parole Commissioners to revoke the parole of Miguel Ramirez and remanded the case back to the District Court to resolve the issues raised in his habeas corpus petition.



Becoming a Whistleblower in Prison is a ‘Risky Business’ By Jeremiah Bourgeois | January 11, 2017 (Edited)



I have long admired Wilbert Rideau, the award-winning journalist who spent 44 years in prison for crimes that he never
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committed. Throughout his confinement, Rideau exposed violence and corruption in Louisiana’s justice system in the prison newsmagazine The Angolite. This is a risky business for anyone confined in America. Rideau recounts in his memoir, In The Place of Justice: A Story of Punishment and Deliverance, how a correctional official wrote to him declaring, “I do not feel that it is in the interest of this department or the inmates to publish derogatory information regarding public officials.” Given such sentiments, Rideau and his colleagues were inclined to believe that “somewhere down the line, it would cost us.” They were correct. The repercussions that they and other prisoners faced ranged from solitary confinement to loss of privileges to transfers to “the wild side” of the penitentiary. As one staffer for The Angolite lamented, “The concept of a free press in prison can’t and won’t work because the Department of Corrections wants us destroyed.” I understand perfectly. As a confined columnist for The Crime Report I have learned that writing exposés critical of the correctional system is better left to those whose freedom insulates them from reprisals. While I have not yet been silenced, I have learned to be wary, for there are policies and statutes that can be used against me. For instance, when I wrote about a drug epidemic spreading throughout prisons in Washington State, I could have been sent to segregation “pending investigation” into my claims pursuant to Directive 320.200. In fact, were an administrator inclined to direct me to cease writing such exposes and I disobeyed, I could be sanctioned for sending communications “contrary to previous written warnings or direction” pursuant to Rule 707. Potential threats aside, what disturbs me most is a particular method that the Washington Department of Corrections (WDOC) uses to prevent and deter prisoners from whistleblowing. A benign statute that was intended to stop prisoners from abusing open government laws has since been weaponized to prevent them from uncovering and exposing negligence and misconduct. By this means, those who are best positioned to reveal the correctional system’s best-kept secrets are left with few ways to prove their contentions. The Shield and The Sword: Law on the Books To understand how this is accomplished requires a brief analysis of the Public Records Act (PRA) in the State of Washington. Much like the Freedom of Information Act that applies to the federal government, the PRA allows citizens to obtain records that are used or maintained for official business by Washington State agencies. Under the PRA, records must be made available upon request “even though such examination may cause inconvenience or embarrassment to public officials or others.” The principle that underlies the PRA is that “the public has an interest in knowing about claimed misconduct at public agencies.” To ensure compliance, courts are empowered to impose monetary penalties against agencies to compensate those that are forced to bring suit in order to obtain public records that were wrongfully withheld from them. Therein lies the rub.



This state’s Department of Corrections has not been a model of transparency nor compliance with the PRA. Settlements and penalties from 2003 to 2015 cost the agency an astounding $1,936,149. Much to the ire of WDOC, many of these payments went straight into the hands of prisoners whose rights under the law were violated. In time, officials became convinced that a cottage industry of semi-professional record requestors was developing in correctional facilities. Even more alarming than the specter of profiteering prisoners were genuine threats posed by prisoners with malevolent intentions. Over the years, a handful of prisoners had utilized the PRA to obtain personal information to threaten and intimidate correctional staff and others confined in WDOC facilities along with members of the community. WDOC and the State Attorney General’s Office had enough of this and sought a remedy. The legislature responded by amending the PRA in two significant ways. First, to shield public agencies from liability for making innocent mistakes when handling a prisoner’s record request, penalties could only be awarded if an agency acted in bad faith, such as in “instances where the agency refused to disclose information it knew it had a duty to disclose in an intentional effort to conceal government wrongdoing and/or to harm members of the public.” Second, injunctions could now be sought against a prisoner that the agency believed was seeking records to undermine the security of correctional facilities or public safety or was simply out to harass or intimidate the agency. Furthermore, any prisoner who was enjoined on one of these grounds was not entitled to penalties—even if the agency had acted in bad faith when responding to the record request. What the legislature did not foresee was that agencies that conceal records could utilize this as a loophole. With little difficulty, government attorneys can obtain an injunction to cloak an agency’s malfeasance and help it escape liability by claiming a prisoner has a nefarious intent behind his record requests. This is not a theory. I know from personal experience. I must also admit that it is quite ingenious. Unsheathing the Broadsword: The Law in Action Sexually explicit information when linked to the performance of a government agency is “of legitimate concern to the public and must be disclosed,” according to the Washington Supreme Court. Furthermore, courts have made clear that the PRA “does not place a limit on the number of record requests an individual can make.” Naively, I took the case law that I read seriously. In early 2015, I decided to write an article regarding WDOC and JPay, a private company that operates communications systems in prisons across the country. WDOC appeared to be arbitrarily applying policies by turning a blind eye to sexually explicit content coming through JPay’s system to prisoners. So, to uncover the extent of these instances I submitted numerous PRA requests for records which would establish that this was in fact taking place. In response to my requests WDOC repeatedly claimed that the records were not
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disclosable under the PRA, and instead advised that I should request the records directly from JPay. I did—to no avail. Nevertheless, as evidence of wrongdoing developed I brought it forward to local media and state legislators Rodger Goodman and Brad Klippert. I even gained assistance from Loren Taylor, the Director of the Washington Coalition for Responsible Justice, who is a former WDOC employee. Never did I envision that a lawsuit would subsequently be instituted against me. WDOC was crying harassment due to the number of record requests that were submitted. The agency also claimed the records were not subject to disclosure under the PRA, and maintained that no prisoner could have any legitimate interest in records that—in some cases—were sexually explicit. Simplicity and repetition were at the heart of the agency’s legal strategy. Over and over again its lawyers insisted that I was not writing an article, that I was part of some moneymaking scheme, that the records were personal and private, and that releasing them to any prisoner would threaten institutional security. While WDOC never investigated any of the allegations against me their aspersions were overwhelming. The watchdog organization that was heretofore assisting me ran for cover. Given that the Director tries to work collaboratively with WDOC, I should have seen this coming. I found myself acting as my own attorney . The agency’s legal team fended me off easily. It was David versus Goliath, sans sling and rock. So, the results should not be that surprising. One must remember that fairness in the litigation process ultimately depends on the strength of the advocacy of the parties. Therefore, a person without legal representation, the right to subpoena evidence, the financial resources to depose witnesses and purchase transcripts, or experience with the litigation process is, I learned, essentially defenseless. By the time of the hearing, the judge refused to believe that I was writing an article on how WDOC was putting its monetary interests before public safety. The court therefore issued a permanent injunction preventing me from obtaining the records that I requested. Four months later, my article was published in The Crime Report. It exposed how the Sex Offender Treatment and Assessment Program (SOTAP) was being compromised by the JPay system and WDOC was turning a blind eye to the problem. Unfortunately, the injunction prevented me from obtaining records that would establish the extent to which prisoners in SOTAP have access to sexually explicit material, and how much WDOC has earned in commissions from the sale of this content. It is noteworthy that to obtain an injunction, high level WDOC administrators maintained, “Subjecting JPay messages and other content to public disclosure would create a significant security concern, could endanger the families of offenders, and would erode the trust between the Department, offenders, and their families.” Ironically, these very records were later released under the PRA to, of all people, a sex offender confined in WDOC. While the PRA expressly forbids agencies from treating record requestors differently, no suit was initiated by WDOC to prevent this prisoner from obtaining JPay messages and other



content. Apparently, releasing these records to a whistleblower is more dangerous to WDOC than handing them over to a rapist . The Agony of Defeat: Reflections on Public Policy Now that the dust has settled, I realize that I was a fool to believe that the truth has a bearing on the outcome of litigation. However, this is much bigger than prisoners being sued under false pretenses. When agencies have impunity to target prisoners to prevent the disclosure of public records, it fosters a climate of non-compliance and weakens open government laws for everyone. Moreover, with respect to WDOC, it undermines the legislative decree for the corrections system to be “accountable to the citizens of the state.” Jeffrey Ian Ross and Stephen C. Richards, professors of criminology and criminal justice, observe in Beyond Bars: Rejoining Society After Prison: “Most Americans have no idea what goes on behind bars and how it affects prisoners, even after they are released. There should be more transparency. Correctional facilities need to be open to inspection and investigation. Prisoners and correctional workers should be allowed to be interviewed more frequently.” I agree wholeheartedly. Still, let me assure you, it will not be me investigating anything if obtaining records under the PRA is necessary. I have learned a valuable lesson: I will never allow myself to forget when it comes to the law in action. The



manipulators are in control.



Yes, That is Right – It Happened



Shrink Prison Population By One Third. On December 16, 2016, the Atlantic published an article on the Brennan Center release of a data-driven report that found US prisons could release 576,000 people tomorrow, with no serious impact on public safety and save $18.1 billion each year. In this Q&A, Brennan’s justice program director Inimai Chettiar explains why what seems like a crazy idea really isn’t. (The Atlantic, and https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/12/massincarceration-brennan-center/510749/). The Brennan Center Report is lengthily and we are unable to re-print here.
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Have your family or friends in the community download, print and send you a copy for review. We are unable to so for you. This is an article you and ALL PRISON ADMINISTRATORS AND LEGISLATURORS should read.



substantially reduce interstate inmate calling rates and survive judicial scrutiny. Three times they have declined. And so here we are yet again—left with little more than a faded headline.”



Know it well.



Warning: Beware of Scam to Return to Mexico. According to our information, two Nevada prisoners have received letters indicating letters stating that, per a new treaty with Mexico, if a prisoner pays a CA firm $10K up front, they will get them transferred to a Mexican institution and then from their they can be released upon paying another $10K. When called, the “attorney” on the letter, the person, who seemed shady, when asked for more info, hung up. When called back several times, the person hung up. When looked up on internet, the attorney name and received different contact information. When called at the new number, the real attorney stated that this has been happening in Florida and is under investigation. Beware of this scam. It is merely an attempt to steal your money.



Beware of Scam on Return to Mexico



Went Up Without A Paddle



Court blocks FCC attempt to cap prison phone rates Marshal Project Article (11/7/16)



NV-CURE Mail Is Not Legal Mail NV-CURE is not a legal services organization and we are not attorneys. Mail to and from NV-CURE is not legal mail. NV-CURE wants this fact clearly understood by all. We cannot send documents as “Legal Mail” and NDOC facilities are not required to recognize mail to us as Legal Mail. Thank you for your attention to this matter.



Bad News for Prisoners. The rate caps of 13¢ to 31¢ per minute stayed pending court review. Once again, a Federal Communications Commission attempt to lower the price inmates pay for phone calls has been blocked in court. A ruling on Wednesday from the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit granted a petition for a stay filed by Securus Technologies. This puts a halt to rate caps on inmate calling services that were implemented in August. “Petitioners have satisfied the stringent requirements for a stay pending court review,” judges wrote. The FCC has repeatedly been stymied in attempts to lower the rates inmates pay for phone calls to family, friends, and lawyers. After a March 2016 federal appeals court ruling stayed new rate caps of 11¢ to 22¢ per minute on both interstate and intrastate calls from prisons, the FCC proposed new caps of 13¢ to 31¢ per minute in an attempt to satisfy the court. Those new caps were halted in this week's ruling. As we’ve previously written, prison phone companies Global Tel*Link (GTL) and Securus Technologies argued that the FCC's limits fell short of what the companies are contractually obligated to pay in "site commissions" to correctional facilities. Though the FCC hasn’t tried to ban or limit the site commissions, the commission argued that the latest caps would better account for the companies’ costs. The FCC has been able to implement a 21¢-per-minute cap on interstate long-distance calls, but attempts to reduce prices on in-state calls have failed. The FCC’s Democrats and Republicans have split on the issue. Republican Ajit Pai criticized Democrats yesterday, saying that this was the fourth time the appeals court stayed the FCC’s inmate calling rate regulations. “I am not aware of any other proceeding in which the courts have intervened this frequently to block agency action,” Pai said. “It didn’t have to be this way. Three times I have urged my colleagues to adopt reasonable regulations that would



Sending Documents to NV-CURE Please do not send NV-CURE documents you want returned or copied. We do not copy and return documents. Send only documents we may retain in our files and disseminate as we deem appropriate. Thank you.



NV-CURE Membership NV-CURE Membership for prisoners ($2.00), basic ($10.00), family ($20.00), sustaining ($50.00) and lifetime ($100.00). ALL Memberships are ANNUAL. Each person needs to track their membership date and make a renewal membership donation yearly. Join NV-CURE and recommend joining NV-CURE to your family and friends. We do accept unused stamps for prisoner memberships.



NO COLLECT CALLS TO NV-CURE NV-CURE does not accept collect telephone calls! NV-CURE’s number is 702.347.1731. ALL calls to NV-CURE must be prepaid. We do not have the funds necessary to accept collect calls and do not accept collect calls. ADDITIONALLY, all telephone calls to our Las Vegas Office are forewarded to the personal cell phone of NV-CURE President JOHN WITHERFOW. Before you telephone our number, be sure this procedure is NOT GOING TO RESULT in a disciplary report being written against you for violation of prison policies. We cannot be responsible for telephone calls made to NV-CURE.
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Articles and Information Wanted Please provide NV-CURE with suggestions for articles and information you may want included in our Newsletter. We are interested in bringing you information on events and issues related to the prison and parole systems. We will attempt to gather the factson issues of concern and write articles that may be of interest to all. If you want to write an article for publication, write it and send to NV-CURE and we may edit and publish



NV-CURE is looking for Sustaining Contributors NV-CURE is looking for Sustaining Contributors who want to advertise their businesses and/or corporations in our IB Newsletter. We currently publish the Newsletter bi-mothly. Every two (2) months our Newsletter goes out to almost eight hundred prisoners and 1200 people and organizations in the community. Our primary costs are printing and mailing. It currently costs NVCURE over $820.00 to mail our Newsletter to Prisoners – the very people who need our help. NV-CURE would like to increase our mailing to over 1000 prisoners. Our costs would increase accordingly. NV-CURE, a tax exempt non-profit organization, and needs at least twenty (20) Sustaining Contributors to accomplish our goals. With twenty Sustaining Contributors, contributing $500.00 per year, which is tax exempt, we can reach our goal. Is your organization interested in becoming a NV-CURE Sustaining Contributor? Visit our Website, nevadacure.org, and see what we do and call our office to sign up. Thank you.



SUSTAINING CONTRIBUTORS NV-CURE (Citizens United for the Rehabilitation of Errants) wishes to express our sincere and deep appreciation to the following Sustaining Contributors for their financial and material support. Travis and Jeanette Barrick, Esq., Las Vegas, NV, Gallian, Welker and Belkstrom, LC, Las Vegas, NV and St. George, UT., Angie Kiselyk, Arizona, Michelle Revell, Las Vegas, Nevada, Michael Cupp, Sparks, NV, Natalie Smith and John Witherow, Oakhurst, CA, John Townsend, Ely, NV, Craig Caples, Las Vegas, NV William O’Connell, Las Vegas, NV “Joan”, North Truro, MA WHIP, Inc., FMWCC, Las Vegas, NV NV-CURE urges all of our Members and supporters to patronizes the establishments referenced above supporting and making possible the publication of this Newsletter. If you or your corporation/business would like to become a Sustaining Contributor to NV-CURE Information Bulletin Newsletter, or would like more information, please call 702.347.0926 or 231.313.0059 or e-mail NV-CURE at [email protected] and place “Contributor” in the subject line.



Struggle In Solidarity Together We Can Make A Difference



NV-CURE 540 E. St. Louis Ave. Las Vegas, NV 89104
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cost the tax-payers of the State of Nevada hundreds of. thousands of dollars and funded Witherow's reintegration into. the community. Witherow certainly has not been hurt by their. activities. It is only prisoners (and tax-payers) these NDOC and. Attorney General's employees are hurting. NV-CURE several months ago ... 
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